AUGUSTUS BRANDT
A new addition to Augustus Brandt’s bespoke range is the Pugin oak console table. A smaller relation to the brand’s well known Pugin table, the console table features a semi-circular support underneath making it stand out from standard table designs. The console can be made in a range of sizes and finishes to suit your interior scheme. T: +44 (0) 179 834 4722
www.augustusbrandt.co.uk

NORWALK FURNITURE
The stately 98-inch Vanessa sofa by Norwalk features a high back, arched front and back rail, giving the silhouette a beautiful concave characterised by its vertically channelled back and sophisticated track arms, it is fitted with large nail head trim. Great looking from all angles, it is perfect as a room divider in an open floor plan or floats nicely anywhere it is needed. T: 001 419 744 3200 | www.norwalkfurniture.com

WILLIAMS IRONMONGERY
The Wire range from award winning UK manufacturer Turnstyle Designs, shown here in Silver Bronze grip finish and Fine Antique metal, has industrial undertones, but can also look very contemporary in different finishes. Available in Door Levers, Door Pulls, Cabinet Handles and T-Bars, this range can be suited across the whole interior. T: +44 (0) 207 247 8821